
Results: Seventeen patients were identified in the 2020 cohort (age: 51-
84, mean age: 67.6, M:F 10:7). Fourteen cases (82.4%) were performed as
emergencies, three electively (17.6%). Six (35.3%) had end colostomies,
three (17.6%) had loop colostomies, one (5.9%) had a caecostomy, four
(23.5%) had an end ileostomy and three (17.6%) had a loop ileostomy.
Ten operations were for patients with cancer, three (30%) were per-
formed with curative intent.
38 patients were identified in the 2019 cohort (age: 28-85, mean age:
63.0, M:F 17:21). 23 (60.5%) were emergencies, fifteen (39.5%) were per-

misdiagnosed as Gastro-Intestinal Stromal tumours (GISTs), a malig-
nant SMT.
Treatment options range from conservative management to major
open resections and are dependent on the size and clinical presenta-
tion. Histologically, GS are spindle cells tumours with lymphoid cuffing.
On Immunohistochemistry, they test positive for S100 but negative for
DOG1, Smooth muscle actin and Desmin which are markers of GISTs.
Here we present the case of a 61-year-old female with a 15-year history
of epigastric fullness that turned out to be a 13.8cm GS originating from
the greater curvature of the stomach. On CECT Abdomen, the tumour
appeared heterogeneous, with multiple calcium deposits and local in-
vasion into the transverse mesocolon. The patient underwent a Sub-to-
tal gastrectomy with en-bloc transverse colectomy.
Symptoms from GS can be vague and can pose a significant diagnostic
and investigative dilemma. Physicians and Surgeons should have a low
threshold to investigate prolonged symptoms with CECT Abdomen.
Despite their benign nature, if left undiagnosed, GS can grow to signifi-
cant sizes and mimic malignant gastric tumours on conventional imag-
ing resulting in unconventionally major resections.
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Background: It was estimated that 1 in 4 inpatients with COVID-19 ac-
quired the virus whilst admitted in December 2020. Surgical patients
that contract COVID-19 have poor outcomes, with mortality rates as
high as 24% and risk of pulmonary complications as high as 50%. The
Royal College of Surgeons of England published COVID-19 consenting
guidelines in June 2020.
Aims: To identify the proportion of surgical patients who were in-
formed of the risk of acquiring COVID-19 during the consenting process
at two District General Hospitals.
Methods: The consent forms of 220 surgical patients who had either
elective or emergency surgery during the second COVID-19 lockdown
were reviewed retrospectively (1/11/2020-20/11/2020). This included
General Surgery, Trauma and Orthopaedics and Urology. Patients with
incomplete notes or who lacked capacity were excluded.
Results: In total, 193 patients were included. We found that 41.5% of
patients were consented for the risk of acquiring COVID-19 peri-opera-
tively. This did not vary significantly between elective and non-elective
patients.
Conclusions: Our study shows that current practice does not meet na-
tional recommendations. In order to provide informed consent, sur-
geons must engage in emerging research regarding the local
prevalence of COVID-19 and the implications of infection during the
peri-operative period. Only with this knowledge, will surgeons be able
to balance the risks and benefits on a case by case basis, to provide the
patient with necessary information for consent. We recommend that
trusts adopt a COVID-19 consenting policy, as part of the pre-operative
assessment.
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